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Abstract
In this work, we describe a construction for self-dual codes in which we employ
group rings and reverse circulant matrices. By applying the construction directly over
different alphabets, and by employing the well known extension and neighbor methods
we were able to obtain extremal binary self-dual codes of different lengths of which
some have parameters that were not known in the literature before. In particular, we
constructed three new codes of length 64, twenty-two new codes of length 68, twelve
new codes of length 80 and four new codes of length 92.





A search for constructing extremal binary self-dual codes over different alphabets has gained
the attention of many researchers since these codes link with other mathematical structures
and have many applications. There is an extensive literature with the focus on constructing
the extremal binary self-dual codes whose weight enumerators have new parameters that
were not known to exist before. One well known technique for constructing extremal binary
self-dual codes over rings is to consider the four circulant construction which was first in-
troduced in [1]. Recently, in [16], the authors generalized this four circulant construction
with the motivation of producing codes whose automorphism groups are distinct from the
automorphism groups that are obtained by the four circulant construction.
Another known technique for producing extremal binary self-dual codes is to consider
generator matrices of the form G = (In|σ(v)) where σ(v) is the image of a unitary unit
in a group ring under a map that sends group ring elements to matrices. The advantage
of this technique is that the map σ(v) produces different matrices over the ring R when
considering different groups. For example, in [14], the authors derived the mentioned above,
four circulant construction by considering the generator matrix G = (In|σ(v)) where v ∈
RD2n.
In this work, we generalize further the four circulant construction by employing the map
σ(v). The four circulant construction and its generalization which can be found in [16], both
consist of circulant matrices and the latter one, additionally consists of reverse-circulant
matrices. In our construction, we replace the circulant matrices with matrices that come
from σ(v) where v ∈ RG. We show that the generalized construction from [16] can be
obtained directly using our construction with v ∈ RCn, where Cn is the cyclic group of
order n. We also show why our construction is different than the generalization of the four
circulant construction in [16]. Using our construction together with the well known extension
and neighbor methods, we are able to find extremal binary self-dual codes of lengths 64, 68
and 80 with parameters that were not known to exist before.
Additionally in this paper, we consider our construction with a restriction on the reverse
circulant matrix. We do this based on the observation we make when searching for extremal
binary self dual codes of length 80. By adding the restriction, we reduce the search field and
we are able to construct extremal binary self-dual codes of lengths 68 and 92 directly from
our construction in a reasonable time. By considering the neighbors of the codes of length
68, we find ones with parameters that were not known in the literature before. Also, the
extremal binary self-dual codes of length 92 we construct, have parameters that are new in
the literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give preliminary definitions
and results on group rings, self-dual codes, the alphabets to be used, special types of matrices
and the well known four circulant construction and its generalization from [16]. In Section
2
3, we introduce the new construction and give theoretical results. In Section 4, we present
numerical results of known and new extremal binary self-dual codes of lengths 64, 68 and
80 that we obtain by a direct application of our construction over different alphabets and
by the neighbor and extension methods. In Section 5, we amend our main construction by
adding in a restriction on the reverse circulant matrix and apply it over F2 to search for
extremal binary self-dual codes of lengths 68 and 92 directly. The codes of length 92 and
the neighbors of codes of length 68 we construct, have parameters that were not known in
the literature before. We finish with concluding remarks and directions for possible future
research.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Self-Dual Codes, the Alphabets and the Well Known Exten-
sion and Neighbor Methods
We begin by recalling the standard definitions from coding theory. In this paper, all rings
are assumed to be commutative, finite, Frobenius rings with a multiplicative identity. If the
code is a submodule of Rn then we say that the code is linear. For a full description of
Frobenius rings and codes over Frobenius rings, see [6]. Elements of the code C are called
codewords of C. Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn) be two elements of Rn. The




The dual C⊥ of the code C is defined as
C⊥ = {x ∈ Rn | 〈x,y〉E = 0 for all y ∈ C}.
We say that C is self-orthogonal if C ⊆ C⊥ and is self-dual if C = C⊥.
We now describe the alphabets we use in this paper. We take the standard representation
of the field with 4 elements, namely we let F4 = F2(ω) be the quadratic field extension of F2,
where ω2 + ω+ 1 = 0. The ring F4 + uF4 = F4[u]/〈u2〉 is a commutative ring of size 16 with
characteristic 2. We may easily observe that it is isomorphic to F2[ω, u]/〈u2, ω2 + ω + 1〉.
The ring has a unique non-trivial ideal 〈u〉 = {0, u, uω, u + uω}. This gives that the ring is
a commutative chain ring and as such is a Frobenius ring. Moreover, it is a self-dual code
of length 1, that is 〈u〉⊥ = 〈u〉. It is immediate from this fact that there are self-dual codes
of every length over this ring by taking the direct products of the self-dual code of length 1.
Note that F4 + uF4 can be viewed as an extension of F2 + uF2 and so we can describe
any element of F4 + uF4 in the form ωa + ωb uniquely, where ω = ω2, since ω ∈ F4 and
a, b ∈ F2 + uF2. Let us recall the following Gray maps from [13] and [7]:
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ψF4 : (F4)n → (F2)2n ϕF2+uF2 : (F2 + uF2)n → F2n2
aω + bω 7→ (a, b), a, b ∈ Fn2 a+ bu 7→ (b, a+ b), a, b ∈ Fn2 .
In [23], these maps were generalized to the following Gray maps:
ψF4+uF4 : (F4 + uF4)n → (F2 + uF2)2n ϕF4+uF4 : (F4 + uF4)n → F2n4
aω + bω 7→ (a, b), a, b ∈ (F2 + uF2)n a+ bu 7→ (b, a+ b), a, b ∈ Fn4 .
Note that these Gray maps preserve orthogonality in their respective alphabets, for
details we refer to [23]. Let C ⊆ (F4 + uF4)n, then the binary codes ϕF2+uF2 ◦ ψF4+uF4(C)
and ψF4 ◦ ϕF4+uF4(C) are equivalent to each other, please see [13] and [23] for more details.
The Lee weight of an element in F4 +uF4 is defined to be the Hamming weight of its binary
image under any of the previously mentioned compositions of maps. A self-dual code in Rn
where R is equipped with a Gray map to the binary Hamming space is said to be of Type
II if the Lee weights of all codewords ar multiples of 4, otherwise it is said to be of Type
I. Of course, it is then trivial to note that the image of a Type II code is a binary Type II
code and the image of a Type I code is a binary Type I code in the traditional definition.
We explain this completely in the following proposition from [23].
Proposition 2.1. ([23]) Let C be a code over F4 + uF4. If C is self-orthogonal, then so are
ψF4+uF4(C) and ϕF4+uF4(C). The code C is a Type I (resp. Type II) code over F4 +uF4 if and
only if ϕF4+uF4(C) is a Type I (resp. Type II) F4-code, if and only if ψF4+uF4(C) is a Type I
(resp. Type II) F2 + uF2-code. Furthermore, the minimum Lee weight of C is the same as
the minimum Lee weight of ψF4+uF4(C) and ϕF4+uF4(C).
The next corollary follows immediately from the proposition and we will use this result
repeatedly to produce binary codes.
Corollary 2.2. Suppose that C is a self-dual code over F4+uF4 of length n and minimum Lee
distance d. Then ϕF2+uF2 ◦ψF4+uF4(C) is a binary [4n, 2n, d] self-dual code. Moreover, the Lee
weight enumerator of C is equal to the Hamming weight enumerator of ϕF2+uF2 ◦ψF4+uF4(C).
If C is Type I (Type II), then so is ϕF2+uF2 ◦ ψF4+uF4(C).
An upper bound on the minimum Hamming distance of a binary self-dual code was given
in [24]. Specifically, let dI(n) and dII(n) be the minimum distance of a Type I and Type II







4b n24c+ 4 if n 6≡ 22 (mod 24)4b n
24
c+ 6 if n ≡ 22 (mod 24).
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Self-dual codes meeting these bounds are called extremal. Throughout the text we obtain
extremal binary codes of different lengths. Self-dual codes which are the best possible for a
given set of parameters are said to be optimal. Extremal codes are necessarily optimal but
optimal codes are not necessarily extremal.
In subsequent sections we will be writing tables in which vectors with elements from the
rings F2 +uF2 and F4 +uF4 will appear. To fit the results, we will use the following notation
for the above two rings:
For the elements of F2 + uF2 we will use 0 → 0, 1 → 1, u → u and 1 + u → 3. For the
elements of F4 + uF4 we will use the ordered basis {uω, ω, u, 1} to express the elements of
F4 + uF4 as binary strings of length 4.
For the computational results in later sections, we are going to use the following extension
method to obtain codes of length n+ 2.
Theorem 2.3. ([12]) Let C be a self-dual code of length n over a commutative Frobenius
ring with identity R and G = (ri) be a k × n generator matrix for C, where ri is the i-th
row of G, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let c be a unit in R such that c2 = −1 and X be a vector in Sn with








generates a self-dual code D over R of length n+ 2.
We will also apply the neighbor method to search for new extremal binary self-dual codes
from codes obtained directly from our constructions or from the described above, extension
method. Two self-dual binary codes of length 2n are said to be neighbors of each other if
their intersection has dimension n−1. Let x ∈ F2n2 \C then D =
〈




2.2 Special Matrices and Group Rings
We start this section by recalling the definitions of some special matrices which we use later
in our work. A circulant matrix is one where each row is shifted one element to the right
relative to the preceding row. We label the circulant matrix as A = circ(α1, α2 . . . , αn),
where αi are the ring elements. A reverse circulant matrix is one where each row is shifted
one element to the left relative to the preceding row. We label the reverse circulant ma-
trix as A = rcirc(α1, α2, . . . , αn). A block-circulant matrix is one where each row contains
blocks which are square matrices. The rows of the block matrix are defined by shifting one
block to the right relative to the preceding row. We label the block-circulant matrix as
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CIRC(A1, A2, . . . An), where Ai are the k× k matrices over the ring R. A symmetric matrix
is a square matrix that is equal to its transpose. The transpose of a matrix A, denoted by
AT , is a matrix whose rows are the columns of A.
In our main construction we also apply matrices which come from group ring elements,
we therefore finish this section by giving the necessary definitions for group rings.
While group rings can be given for infinite rings and infinite groups, we are only concerned
with group rings where both the ring and the group are finite. Let G be a finite group of
order n, then the group ring RG consists of
∑n
i=1 αigi, αi ∈ R, gi ∈ G.









(αi + βi)gi. (1)

















The following construction of a matrix was first given for codes over fields by Hurley in
[21]. It was extended to Frobenius rings in [10]. Let R be a finite commutative Frobenius
ring and let G = {g1, g2, . . . , gn} be a group of order n. Let v =
∑n
i=1 αgi ∈ RG. Define the
matrix σ(v) ∈ Mn(R) to be σ(v) = (αg−1i gj) where i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. We note that the
elements g−11 , g
−1
2 , . . . , g
−1
n are the elements of the group G in some given order. We will now
describe σ(v) for the following group rings RG where G ∈ {Cn, Cm,n}.





i ∈ RCn where αi ∈ R, where R is a ring, then
σ(v) = circ(α0, α1, . . . , αn−1).







R(Cm × Cn), then
σ(v) = CIRC(A1, . . . , An),
where Aj+1 = circ(a1+mj, a2+mj, . . . , am+mj), ai ∈ R and m,n ≥ 2.
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ni+j ∈ RCm,n, then
σ(v) =

A1 A2 A3 A4 . . . An−1 An
A′n A1 A2 A3 . . . An−2 An−1
A′n−1 A
′































whereAj+1 = circ(a1+mj, a2+mj, . . . , am+mj), A
′
j+1 = circ(am+mj, a1+mj, . . . , a(m−1)+mj),
ai ∈ R and m,n ≥ 2. We note that Cm,n is the same as the cyclic group Cmn, however
we give a different labelling to the elements, which makes σ(v) to be different than the
matrix that we obtain from the standard labelling of cyclic groups.




−1, for v =
∑
g αgg ∈ RG. An important connection between v∗ and v appears
when we take their images under the σ map:
σ(v∗) = σ(v)T . (3)
If v satisfies vv∗ = 1, then we say that v is a unitary unit in RG.
2.3 The Four Circulant Construction and Its Generalization
In this section, we define the well known four circulant construction first introduced in [1],
and its generalization from [16].
Theorem 2.4. ([1]) Let A and B be n×n circulant matrices over Fq such that AAT+BBT =








generates a self-dual code over Fq.
Recently, the above construction has been generalized and used to search for extremal
binary self-dual codes that could not be obtained from the four circulant construction. Below
is the generalized four circulant construction from [16].
Theorem 2.5. ([16]) Let R be a commutative Frobenius ring of characteristic 2, A and B




A B + C




is self-dual when AAT +BBT + C2 = In and AC = CA.
It is well known that circulant and reverse circulant matrices are fully determined by
their first rows. Therefore, assuming that the entries in the first rows of matrices A,B and
C in the above theorems are independent of each other, the search field in the generator
matrix (4) is significantly smaller then the search field in the generator matrix (5). For
instance if we search for extremal self-dual codes of length 2n over F2, then the search field
in the four circulant construction is 22n while the search field in the generalized construction
is 23n. In the next section, we generalize the construction in Theorem 2.5 even further.
3 The Main Construction
Here we present our main construction. As mentioned before, we generalize the construc-
tion from [16]. The motivation is to produce new extremal binary self-dual codes via our
construction that could not be obtained by the construction in [16] or the four circulant
construction first introduced in [1].
Let v ∈ RG where R is a finite commutative Frobenius ring of characteristic 2 and G is
a finite group of order n. Define the following matrix:
Mσ =
[
I 0 σ(v1) σ(v2) + C
0 I σ(v2)
T + C σ(v1)
T
]
where C is an n× n reverse circulant matrix over R. Let Cσ be a code that is generated
by the matrix M(σ). Then, the code Cσ has length 4n. We now state the main theorem of
this paper.
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a finite commutative Frobenius ring of characteristic 2 and let G
be a finite group of order n. If
• σ(v1v∗1 + v2v∗2) + σ(v2)C + Cσ(v2)T + C2 + I = 0,
• σ(v1v2 + v2v1) + σ(v1)C + Cσ(v1) = 0 and
• σ(v∗1v1 + v∗2v2) + σ(v2)TC + Cσ(v2) + C2 + I = 0
then Cσ is a self-dual code of length 4n.










2) + σ(v2)C + Cσ(v2)
T + C2 σ(v1v2 + v2v1) + σ(v1)C + Cσ(v1)
(σ(v1v2 + v2v1) + σ(v1)C + Cσ(v1))
T σ(v∗1v1 + v
∗
2v2) + σ(v2)





Therefore C is a self-orthogonal code of rank half its length, thus C is self-dual.
In direct comparison of our main construction with the generator matrix of theorem
2.5, we can clearly see that the circulant matrices A and B are replaced with matrices
that come from σ(v). It is known that σ(v) produces a circulant matrix over the ring R
if v ∈ RCn, where Cn is the cyclic group of order n. Please see [21] for details. Thus,
the generalization of the four circulant construction in [16] can be obtained using Mσ with
σ(v) ∈ RCn. The immediate advantage of our construction over the generator matrix (5)
is that our construction can take different forms since σ(v) enables us to produce matrices
that are different to the circulant matrices, i.e., this is by considering different groups in the
group ring element v.
We finish this section with some immediate results that come directly from Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.2. Let R be a finite commutative Frobenius ring of characteristic 2, and let G
be a finite group of order n. Let Cσ be self-dual. If
• Cσ(v2)T and Cσ(v2) are symmetric,
• C commutes with σ(v1),
• v1 commutes with v2 and









2v2 are units in RG.
Proof. If C commutes with σ(v1) and v1 commutes with v2, then σ(v1v2 + v2v1) = 0 and
σ(v1)C + Cσ(v1) = 0. If Cσ(v2)
T and Cσ(v2) are symmetric and C



























Corollary 3.3. Let R be a finite commutative Frobenius ring of characteristic 2, and let G
be a finite group of order n. Let Cσ be self-dual. If
• Cσ(v2)T and Cσ(v2) are symmetric,
• C commutes with σ(v1),
• v1 commutes with v2 and









2v2 are units in RG.
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Proof. If C commutes with σ(v1) and v1 commutes with v2, then σ(v1v2 + v2v1) = 0 and
σ(v1)C + Cσ(v1) = 0. If Cσ(v2)
T and Cσ(v2) are symmetric and C


















Corollary 3.4. Let R be a finite commutative Frobenius ring of characteristic 2, and let G
be a finite group of order n. Let Cσ be self-dual. If
• Cσ(v2)T and Cσ(v2) are symmetric,
• C commutes with σ(v1),
• v1 commutes with v2 and
• C2 = I,
• v1 is unitary in RG,
then v2 is unitary in RG.
Proof. If C commutes with σ(v1) and v1 commutes with v2, then σ(v1v2 + v2v1) = 0 and
σ(v1)C + Cσ(v1) = 0. If Cσ(v2)
T and Cσ(v2) are symmetric, C
2 = I and v1 is unitary in
RG, then σ(1 + v2v
∗
2) = σ(1 + v
∗
2v2) = 0. Therefore v2v
∗
2 = 1, v
∗
2v2 = 1 and v2 is unitary.
4 Computational Results
In this section we apply our main construction over F2 + uF2 and F4 + uF4 to search for
extremal binary self-dual codes of lengths 64 and 80. We consider groups of orders 4, 5 and
8, in particular C2,2, C5 and C4,2. We also employ the well known extension and neighbor
methods to find new extremal binary self-dual codes of lengths 64 and 68. Since the focus in
this section is to construct extremal self-dual codes of lengths 64, 68 and 80 with parameters
that were not known in the literature before, we start by recalling their weight enumerators
with parameters that are known.
There are two possibilities for the weight enumerators of extremal singly-even [64, 32, 12]2
codes ([4]):
W64,1 = 1 + (1312 + 16β)y
12 + (22016− 64β)y14 + . . . , 14 ≤ β ≤ 284,
W64,2 = 1 + (1312 + 16β)y
12 + (23040− 64β)y14 + . . . , 0 ≤ β ≤ 277.
Recently, many new codes are constructed for both weight enumerators in [22] and [28].
With the most updated information, the existence of codes is known for β =14, 16, 18, 19,
20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 44, 46, 49, 53, 54, 59, 60, 64 and 74 in
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W64,1 and for β = 0, . . . ,40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 60,
62, 64, 69, 72, 80, 88, 96, 104, 108, 112, 114, 118, 120 and 184 in W64,2.
The weight enumerator of a self-dual [68, 34, 12]2 code is in one of the following forms by
[3, 19]:
W68,1 = 1 + (442 + 4β)y
12 + (10864− 8β)y14 + . . . ,
W68,2 = 1 + (442 + 4β)y
12 + (14960− 8β − 256γ)y14 + . . . ,
where β and γ are parameters and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 9. The first examples of codes with a γ = 7
in W68,2 are constructed in [27]. Together with these the existence of the codes in W68,2 is
known for the following parameters (see [14, 8, 9, 26, 27]):
γ = 0, β ∈ {2m|m = 0, 7, 11, 14, 17, 21, . . . , 99, 102, 105, 110, 119, 136, 165}; or
β ∈ {2m+ 1|m = 3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 16, 17, 20, . . . , 82, 87, 93, 94, 101, 104, 110, 115};
γ = 1, β ∈ {2m|m = 19, 22, . . . , 99}; or β ∈ {2m+ 1|m = 24, . . . , 85};
γ = 2, β ∈ {2m|m = 29, . . . , 100, 103, 104}; or β ∈ {2m+ 1|m = 32, . . . , 81, 84, 85, 86};
γ = 3, β ∈ {2m|m = 39, . . . , 92, 94, 95, 97, 98, 101, 102}; or
β ∈ {2m+ 1|m = 38, 40, 43, . . . , 77, 79, 80, 81, 83, 87, 88, 89, 96};
γ = 4, β ∈ {2m|m = 43, 46, . . . , 58, 60, . . . , 93, 97, 98, 100}; or
β ∈ {2m+ 1|m = 48, . . . , 55, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 64, 68, . . . , 72, 74, 78, 79, 80, 83, 84, 85, 89, 95};
γ = 5 β ∈ {m|m = 113, 116, . . . , 153, 158, . . . , 169, 182, 187, 189, 191, 193};
γ = 6 with β ∈ {2m|m = 69, 77, 78, 79, 81, 88};
γ = 7 with β ∈ {7m|m = 14, . . . , 39, 42}.
The possible weight enumerators for a self-dual Type I [80, 40, 14] code is given by [25]
as:
W80,2 = 1 + (3200 + 4α)y
14 + (4765− 8α + 256β)y16 + . . . ,
where α and β are integers. A [80, 40, 14] code was constructed in [5] (its weight enumer-
ator was not stated) and a [80, 40, 4] code was constructed in [18] with α = −280, β = 10.
In [25], codes with parameters [80, 40, 14] were constructed for β = 0 and α = −17k
where k ∈ {2, . . . , 25, 27}. In [15], codes with parameters [80, 40, 14] were constructed for
β = 1, α = −96,−150,−168,−186,−204,−222,−240,−258,−312 and for β = 10, α =
−204,−276,−294,−330,−348,−366.
The rest of this section is split into three subsections. In all three, we apply our main
construction with groups of orders 4,5 and 8; in the first subsection we employ the group of
order 4, namely C2,2, in the second subsection we employ the group of order 8, namely C4,2
and in the third subsection we use the group of order 5, namely C5. In each subsection we
tabulate our computational results. These were obtained using MAGMA ([2]). Additionally,
in each table, we only state the elements of the first row of σ(v1) and σ(v2) since these
matrices are fully determined by their first rows when the groups C2,2, C4,2 and C5 are used
in the group ring element v (we saw this in Section 2). We label the first rows of σ(v1) and
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σ(v2) as rσ(v1) and rσ(v2) respectively in the upcoming tables. Similarly, the reverse circulant
matrix C is also fully determined by the first row, we therefore only state the elements of
that row in the upcoming tables. We label the first row of a reverse circulant matrix as rC .
4.1 The group G = C2,2
Here we search for extremal self-dual codes using the main construction with G = C2,2. We
construct self-dual codes of length 32 by considering our construction over F4 + uF4. These
codes have binary Gray images of extremal binary self dual codes of length 64. We only list
these codes of length 64 that extend to give new extremal binary self-dual codes of length
68.
Table 1: Self-dual codes over F4 + uF4 of length 64 from C2,2.
Ci rσ(v1) rσ(v2) rC |Aut(Ci)| β
1 (0, 9, 2, 1) (0, 0, A, 4) (3, C, 3, 3) 24 0
2 (0, 9, 4, F ) (0, 0, 0, 6) (2, 5, 2, 2) 25 0
The codes in Table 1 are over F4 + uF4, so in order to apply Theorem 2.3, we first need
to use the Gray map ψF4+uF4 to convert them to a code over F2 + uF2. The following table
details the new extremal self-dual codes of length 68. For each new code constructed we
note the original code of length 64 from the previous table, the unit c ∈ F2 + uF2 and the
vector X required to apply Theorem 2.3.
Table 2: Extremal Self-dual codes of length 68 from Theorem 2.3.
M68,i Ci c X γ β |Aut(M68,i)|
1 1 1 (3u0u01u103103030u01u0u0301u10013) 0 40 2
2 2 u+ 1 (33313311u3uu13110u1030u1u31u31u3) 3 77 2
4.2 The group G = C4,2
This time, we search for extremal self-dual codes over the F2 + uF2 ring. The σ(v1) and
σ(v2) matrices both come from the group ring element v1, v2 ∈ RC4,2. The codes obtained
have binary Gray images of extremal binary self-dual codes of length 64. As previously, we
only list these codes that extend to give new extremal binary self-dual codes of length 68.
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Table 3: Self-dual codes over F2 + uF2 of length 64 from C4,2.
Ei rσ(v1) rσ(v2) rC |Aut(Ei)| β
1 (u, 0, 1, 1, u, u, u, u) (u, u, 1, 1, 0, u, u, 3) (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1) 25 0
2 (u, u, 1, 3, u, u, u, u) (u, u, 1, 1, u, u, 0, 3) (u, 3, u, 3, u, 3, u, 3) 26 0
3 (u, 0, u, u, 0, 0, 1, 3) (u, u, 0, 1, u, 0, 3, 1) (3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3) 27 80
By considering the possible neighbors of the codes in Table 3, we were able to construct
the following extremal binary self-dual codes of length 64 with parameters that were not
known in the literature before. We list these in Table 4.
Table 4: New codes of length 64 as neighbors
L64,i Ei (x33, ..., x64) W64,i β |Aut(L64,i)|
1 3 (01110001001001101000011001011111) 1 58 22
2 3 (11011001001101110110010110011010) 2 54 23
3 3 (11111100101011111001111001010010) 2 62 2
Remark 1. The first codes with weight enumerators for β = 54 and 62 in W64,2 are con-
structed in [28]. The codes constructed in Table 8 are not equivalent to the ones constructed
earlier. Also, the method is different.
Also, by applying Theorem 2.3 to the codes listed in Table 3, we were able to construct
three new extremal binary self-dual codes of length 68. These codes and their parameters
are listed in Table 5.
Table 5: Extremal Self-dual codes of length 68 from Theorem 2.3.
N68,i Ei c X γ β |Aut(N68,i)|
1 1 3 (01330u3131uuu3330uuuu000333u1u1u) 0 39 2
2 2 1 (0013u1111uu1u0uuuu101u1333330130) 3 79 2
3 2 1 (u30u1u03u10uu113uuu01131u111u030) 3 85 2
4.3 The group G = C5
Here we search for extremal self-dual codes of length 40 over F4 + uF4 using our main
construction with G = C5. These codes have Gray images of extremal binary self-dual codes
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of length 80. We only list such codes with parameters that were not known in the literature
before.
Table 6: [80, 40, 14] Self-dual codes over F4 + uF4 from C5.
Di rσ(v1) rσ(v2) rC |Aut(Di)| (β, α) Di rσ(v1) rσ(v2) rC |Aut(Di)| (β, α)
1 (A,A,A, 1, 3) (0, 2, 1, 3, E) (7, 7, 7, 7, 7) 23 · 5 (0,−120) 2 (0, A, 2, 6, F ) (2, 1, E, 2, 1) (6, 6, 6, 6, 6) 22 · 5 (0,−125)
3 (A,A, 0, 4, F ) (2, A, 6, 2, F ) (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 22 · 5 (0,−150) 4 (0, A,A, 4, 5) (0, 3, 6, A,B) (E,E,E,E,E) 22 · 5 (0,−155)
5 (2, 0, A, 4, 5) (2, A, 4, 0, 5) (B,B,B,B,B) 22 · 5 (0,−180) 6 (0, A,B,B,E) (0, 2, 1, 3, 1) (6, 6, 6, 6, 6) 22 · 5 (0,−190)
7 (0, A, 2, 6, F ) (2, 2, 6, 2, 7) (B,B,B,B,B) 22 · 5 (0,−200) 8 (0, 0, A, 6, F ) (2, 1, E, 0, 3) (6, 6, 6, 6, 6) 22 · 5 (0,−215)
9 (A, 0, 1, 4, 7) (0, 3, E, 2, 7) (B,B,B,B,B) 22 · 5 (0,−230) 10 (A, 2, A, 1, 4) (0, 0, 7, 1, F ) (7, 7, 7, 7, 7) 22 · 5 (0,−250)
11 (A,A, 3, B, 4) (0, A, 4, 0, 7) (4, 4, 4, 4, 4) 22 · 5 (0,−275) 12 (0, 2, B, 1, E) (0, 0, 1, 1, 3) (4, 4, 4, 4, 4) 22 · 5 (10,−370)
The results in Table 6 are interesting, especially the elements of the reverse circulant
matrix C. For each code that we found, the reverse circulant matrix consists of the same
elements, which means that C is equivalent to a constant matrix. This is interesting because
we can use that fact when searching for extremal self-dual binary codes of higher lengths
using our construction directly over F2, i.e., we can force the reverse circulant matrix to be
a constant matrix. This will reduce the search field significantly and will allow us to search
for self-dual codes of higher lengths in a reasonable time. We present some examples in the
next section.
5 The Main Construction with a restriction
In this section, we consider our main construction restricted to the case where the reverse
circulant matrix C is now a constant matrix over R, i.e., C = rcirc(α1, α2, . . . , αn) where
α1 = α2 = · · · = αn and αi ∈ R, where R is a finite commutative Frobenius ring of
characteristic 2. In fact, we let the C to be a constant matrix with 1’s only. We also force
n to be an odd prime. We employ the cyclic group Cn of order n so that for v ∈ RCn, σ(v)
is a circulant matrix of order n (we saw this in Section 2). Note that in this case, when
C is a constant matrix over R and when v ∈ RCn, our construction is equivalent to the
usual four circulant construction. However, we want to draw a connection between certain
group ring elements and self-dual codes in this case. Also, by doing this we were able to
construct extremal binary self-dual codes of lengths 68 and 92 over F2 directly from our
construction in a reasonable time. The codes of length 92 we found, have new parameters
and the neighbors of codes of length 68 have also parameters that were not known to exist
before. All the results are tabulated later in this section. We first state the following result.
Theorem 5.1. Let R be a finite commutative Frobenius ring of characteristic 2, C be a
p× p constant reverse circulant matrix over R and let G be a finite group of order p where
p is an odd prime. Let Cσ be self-dual. Then,
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• v1 commutes with v2,
• v1v∗1 + v2v∗2 and v∗1v1 + v∗2v2 are units in RG
Proof. If C is a p× p matrix of ones over R, then σ(v2)C = Cσ(v2)T , σ(v1)C = Cσ(v1) and
σ(v2)














2 is non unit.
We next look at the computational results. As mentioned above, the main objective of
using our main construction with a restriction was to find new extremal binary self-dual
codes of lengths 68 and 92. We therefore state the weight enumerators for the codes of
length 92 with their known parameters. We know the weight enumerators of codes of length
68 from the previous section.
The possible weight enumerators W92,i of extremal singly even self dual [92, 46, 16] codes
are as follows ([11]):
W92,1 = 1 + (4692 + 4β)y
16 + (174800− 8β+ 256α)y18 + (−2048α+ 2425488− 52β)y20 + . . . ,
W92,2 = 1 + (4692 + 4β)y
16 + (174800− 8β+ 256α)y18 + (−2048α+ 2441872− 52β)y20 + . . . ,
W92,3 = 1 + (4692 + 4β)y
16 + (121296− 8β)y18 + (3213968− 52β)y20 + . . . ,
where α and β are integers. In [20], codes with parameters [92, 46, 16] were constructed for
α = −69, β = 2024, α = −46, β = 1426, 1518, 1656, 1679, 1702, 1725, 1748, 1794, 1840, 1863,
α = −23, β = 1081, 1150, 1196, 1242, 1265, 1288, 1334, 1357, 1380, 1403, 1426, 1449, 1472, 1495,
1518, 1564, α = 0, β = 782, 805, 828, 851, 897, 920, 943, 966, 989, 1035, 1058, 1081, 1104, 1127,
1150, 1173, 1196, 1219, 1242, 1334, 1380, 1403, 1426 in W92,1.
We split the rest of this section into two subsections to organise the computational
results. In the first subsection, we apply the group C17 and force C to be a constant matrix
of 1’s only. In the second subsection we use the group C23 and also force C to be a constant
matrix of 1’s only. As in previous tables, we only give the first rows of σ(v1), σ(v2) since
these are fully determined by their first rows (we saw this in Section 2 in the case of σ(v)
where v ∈ RCn). We label the first rows of σ(v1) and σ(v2) as rσ(v1) and rσ(v2) respectively.
We omit giving the elements of C since we force it to be a constant matrix of 1’s only. The
search was implemented using MAGMA ([2]).
5.1 The Cyclic Group of Order 17
Here we apply the restricted construction over F2 to search for extremal binary self-dual
codes of length 68. We only list two such codes. Next, by considering their possible neigh-
bors, we were able to find new extremal binary self-dual codes of length 68.
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Table 7: Self-dual codes over F2 of length 68 from C17.
Ci rσ(v1) rσ(v2) γ β |Aut(Ci)|
1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1) 0 255 2 · 17
2 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1) (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) 0 272 22 · 17
Now we list the neighbors of the codes in Table 7. The codes listed below all have
parameters that were not known in the literature before.
Table 8: New codes of length 68 as neighbors
N68,i Ci (x35, x36, ..., x68) γ β N68,i Ci (x35, x36, ..., x68) γ β
N68,1 C1 (1001110010101010011000001000111011) 0 183 N68,2 C1 (1101000000010001110101011010100001) 0 185
N68,3 C1 (0001000010011000110101100010101000) 0 189 N68,4 C1 (0100000001110110100011110011101111) 0 191
N68,5 C1 (0110110001001000110010110111100001) 0 193 N68,6 C2 (0000001110101000111001011000001101) 0 195
N68,7 C2 (1001000111000100110010000111111111) 0 197 N68,8 C2 (0110100100000001010000101001011100) 0 199
N68,9 C2 (1010111001110010001010100100011010) 0 200 N68,10 C2 (0000000100000111100111110000110110) 0 203
N68,11 C1 (1001010000011000011101100011101101) 1 189 N68,12 C1 (0110100111000110000001001001100011) 1 201
N68,13 C1 (1010011111110001111001110111001110) 1 203 N68,14 C1 (1111011111101101100101100000010101) 1 205
N68,15 C1 (1011110111111110101101111111101111) 1 213 N68,16 C2 (1010001111110100000010100011101001) 1 216
N68,17 C1 (1011110011111011001101111100111101) 1 217 N68,18 C2 (0000010011001100100101011101110101) 1 233
5.2 The Cyclic Group of Order 23
Finally, we apply the restricted construction over F2 to search for extremal binary self-dual
codes of length 92. Here the group employed is the cyclic group of order 23, namely G = C23.
We only list codes with parameters that were not known in the literature before.
Table 9: Self-dual codes over F2 of length 92 from C23.
Ci rσ(v1) rσ(v2) γ β |Aut(Ci)| Type
1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1) (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1) 0 759 2 · 23 W92,1
3 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1) (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1) 0 1012 2 · 23 W92,1
13 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1) (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1) −46 1564 22 · 23 W92,1
16 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1) −46 1978 2 · 23 W92,1
6 Conclusion
In this work, we generalized the construction given in [16]. We showed how our construction,
together with a restriction can be used to search for extremal binary self-dual codes of lengths
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68, 80 and 92 in reasonable time. We demonstrated the relevance of this new construction
by constructing many new extremal binary self-dual codes of lengths 68, 80 and 92. In
particular, we constructed the following codes that were not known in the literature before.
The binary generating matrices of the codes are available online at [17].
• Codes of length 64: We were able to construct the following extremal binary self-
dual codes with new weight enumerators:
(W64,1, β = {58}),
(W64,2, β = {54, 62}).
• Codes of length 68: We were able to construct the following extremal binary self-
dual codes with new weight enumerators in W68,2:
(γ = 0, β = {39, 40, 183, 185, 189, 191, 193, 195, 197, 199, 200, 203}),
(γ = 1, β = {189, 201, 203, 213, 216, 217, 233}),
(γ = 3, β = {77, 79, 85}).
• Codes of length 80: We were to able to construct the following [80, 40, 14] codes
with new weight enumerators in W80,2:
(β = 0, α = {−120,−125,−150,−155,−180,−190,−200,−215,−230,−250,−275}),
(β = 10, α = {−370}).
• Codes of length 92: We were to able to construct the following [92, 46, 16] codes
with new weight enumerators in W92,1:
(α = 0, β = {759, 1012}),
(α = −46, β = {1564, 1978}).
A suggestion for future work would be to consider groups different than the cyclic group
in the construction we described in this work. This would produce more interesting or
complex matrix constructions that then could potentially lead to finding more extremal
binary self-dual codes of different lengths. Another direction is to apply matrices different
to the reverse circulant ones.
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